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Abstract
UK GLAMOUR is the number one women’s magazine in the United Kingdom, targeted at
women aged 18-49 (“Glamour (magazine) – ArticleWorld”). The magazine informs readers of
celebrity gossip, fashion trends, relationship advice, and how to feel confident. Although many
messages GLAMOUR sends are empowering, some seem to enforce a notion of change as they
suggest altering ones appearance increases male attention and feeds a need for approval. These
notions create insecurities and a desire to change. Full page cosmetic surgery advertisements in
the back of the magazine entice women to purchase cosmetic surgery, and the method of how
they do so is investigated in this analysis.
The focus will be on the images and language used in cosmetic surgery advertisements to
tempt women to seek physical change. Four issues of GLAMOUR published between August
2009 and April 2011 will be analyzed and the link between the advertisements and the contextual
placement is considered in an attempt to find how GLAMOUR supports and conveys notions of
change. The similarities found across advertising groups show how they strive to build trust
between consumer and service and create the assumption that confidence, happiness, and love
can be reached through physical altercation. In this essay cosmetic surgery is referred to meaning
surgery that is utilized in order to improve one’s appearance without there being a dysfunction
present caused by accident or birth defect (“Cosmetic Surgery – definition of Cosmetic Surgery
in the Medical dictionary – by the Free Online Medical Dictionary, Thesaurus and
Encyclopedia”).
Cosmetic surgery advertisements entice women to seek physical changes through
identifying a relevant market and placing ads where readers have a felt need to alter their
appearance. Physically altering one’s body is portrayed as a culturally acceptable and normal
way to go about solving perceived problems, creating a vulnerable market of women that are
persuaded to believe cosmetic surgery offers a solution.
(287 words)
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UK GLAMOUR is the number one woman’s magazine in the United Kingdom directed at
British women who seek advice on everything from love, fashion, and fitness. The magazine had
500,591 copies circulating in 2010 (Dowell, Ben). Not only does GLAMOUR reflect culture in
the UK it also helps define it. GLAMOUR’s target age group is women aged 18-49 (“Glamour
(magazine) - ArticleWorld”) and the magazine features fashion recommendations, advice
regarding men and celebrity gossip. Although much of “Glamour has an extremely positive and
empowering message, articles about positive body image are contradicted by adverts for plastic
surgery in the back pages” (“Pure Glamour: a magazine review | We Review Anything”). These
cosmetic surgery advertisements are targeted at young women, intending to convince them they
need to change themselves. According to a UK survey completed by 3,000 women more than
two-thirds said they would have surgery in order to achieve “the perfect celebrity look”, (Elliott,
60) which indicates the effect magazines like GLAMOUR have on women’s body image. The
cosmetic surgery advertisements in the back of GLAMOUR subtly suggests the need to alter ones
physical appearance by portraying confident women with sought after attributes, and
GLAMOUR’s content enforces this notion of change. The advertisements in the magazine
convey a need to change, suggesting it results in success and happiness. How cosmetic surgery
advertisements entice women to seek changes will be explored through the analysis of four
issues of UK GLAMOUR published between August 2009 and April 2011. The reason “people
turn to surgical culture in an effort to reinvent themselves and improve their life prospects”
(Elliott) is influenced by the persuasive language and images used in cosmetic surgery
advertisements, as well as the context they are placed. A challenge faced by all marketers is how
to influence the purchase behavior of consumers in favor of the service (Belch, 111), and what
better way to influence the behavior than to place advertisements towards the end of a magazine
that portrays the same sought after physical attributes the ad service wished to sell.

One of the things that makes GLAMOUR a popular magazine is the celebrity culture it
portrays, and “what helps to found celebrity culture is the desire to imitate or copy” (Elliott, 64)
which cosmetic surgery ads make possible. Confident and thin celebrities are found on each
cover of the four issues of GLAMOUR. Blake Lively, a celebrity actress admired for her
appearance, models for the August 2009 cover. The caption “The sexy stomach (and bum and
thighs) plan” is in line with her body which shows how GLAMOUR suggests changing ones
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appearance could result in a body like Blake Lively’s. “Men’s all-new sex secrets” is another
caption on the cover, which highlights the importance of having a man in your life. Combining
the celebrities featured in GLAMOUR with cosmetic surgery advertisements promising the
possibility of perfection builds a want for change as “Celebrity and aesthetic value go hand in
hand”(Elliott, 65). In the July 2010 issue featuring Zoe Saldana on the cover, an article about
celebrity Katie Price (a.k.a Jordan) documents the effect of changing ones appearance in order to
look like a cosmetically enhanced “Jordanista”. The article supports the notion of change as it
mentions using “fake”(Seal, 70) beauty enhancements and provides positive grounds for wanting
change stating there is “nothing unusual about the artificial”(Seal, 76). Psychologist Dr
Anuradha Sayal-Bennett “agrees that it can be about needing attention... it can be appealing to be
both visible and invisible at the same time... this feeds (women’s) complex for approval” (qtd. in
Seal, 75-76) especially in regard to men.
Multiple issues of GLAMOUR give advice concerning men and sex, and the article about
Katie Price highlights how changing ones appearance is “enhancing (women’s) sex appeal” and
gets “a lot of attention from men…” (Seal, 74-76) encouraging change in order to cure low selfesteem. This article coincides with the cosmetic surgery advertisements as both convey the idea
that change is necessary to be confident and attractive. Jeanette Winterson comments, “what is
weird is that we don’t say, “This is all totally fake and added and sprayed- we pretend it’s real”
(qtd. in Seal, 76). This directly relates to the cosmetic surgery ads in the back of GLAMOUR as
many marketers use a technique called buzz marketing “whereby consumers themselves (who
look like average women) are recruited to spread the message” (Belch, 151) in order to be
convincing and banish skepticism. In the April 2011 issue an article in the “Men, sex & love”
section discussed what guys “really think about make-up” which conveys the importance of
being physically appealing to attract men. Tim Bradley comments “we’ll tell you that you look
beautiful-but we think you look better when you put your face on” (“What guys really think
about make up”, 48). This justifies a need to change ones appearance because men “think you
look better” ” (“What guys really think about make up”, 48) after altering your appearance. The
information offered in the pages of GLAMOUR suggests change is required to get attention from
men.
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The success of cosmetic surgery advertisements is due to the context in which the ad is
placed as motives for purchasing have been created. Marketers explore the relationship between
target consumers and the service to create effective marketing strategies, and since women who
read GLAMOUR absorb messages the magazine sends marketers know what factors influence
purchase decision (Belch, 110). Motives for undergoing cosmetic surgery are created as
marketers have a platform on which they can build a want, as the magazine shapes knowledge,
opinion, and conveys an accepted culture to the reader. Another advantage marketers have is the
dissatisfaction readers may discover concerning their appearance. Problem recognition takes
place due to the perceived need for change that the information and images in GLAMOUR
convey, making ads enticing as they help consumers recognize problems. The language of the
advertisements “initiates the subsequent decision processes...caused by difference between
consumer’s ideal state and actual state” (Belch, 113) where the opinion of an ideal state and
appearance is formed through the context of GLAMOUR. The technique of buzz marketing
“whereby consumers themselves are recruited to spread the message” (Belch, 151) is useful in
enticing women to seek change as the models used in cosmetic surgery ads become relatable to
the reader. This is clearly utilized by all the cosmetic surgery ad companies analyzed in
GLAMOUR as the ads depict “patients” modeling the service.

The Hospital Group
Images and language used in advertisements play a large role in conveying messages, as
does the name of a company offering their service. The Hospital Group is a prominent
advertising group in all four issues analyzed of GLAMOUR. The Hospital Group’s use of a
cherry in place of the “o” in “hospital” signifies sexuality but also virginity. The semiotic aspect
of the cherry conveys innocence and youth, which is associated with The Hospital Group. In the
August 2009 issue a cosmetic surgery ad for The Hospital Group takes up a full page. The name
of the company alone says a lot, as the word “hospital” (The Hospital Group, 243, Appendix A)
is familiar and creates a sense of legitimacy and trust. It is also associated with hygiene and
safety, promoting the professionalism of the group. The Hospital group advertisement utilizes the
technique of buzz marketing as “I love my new look”(The Hospital Group, 243) is a quote given
from patient Kelly Simpson, who has undergone a breast enlargement and cosmetic dentistry.
The quote does not convey any form of the risk, only the upside of loving the way you look. The
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fact that it is still “my new look” is important as this doesn’t convey fake-ness, simply a
reinvented self which is loved by the patient. This quote is enticing as it conveys the satisfaction
the patient has had with the service offered, and suggests Kelly has achieved her “ideal state”
(Belch, 113). Before and after pictures of Kelly are shown to help support improvements made.
The before photo is small and it is unclear what her breasts and teeth looked like. The image in
focus is larger and appears to be taken in a studio, where you can clearly see the whiteness of the
teeth and how large her breasts are. Before and after weight loss photos are shown for another
patient, and the after photo shows the patient in a wedding dress. This is important as the
symbolic value of the dress sends the message of success, since the patient has found happiness
and love after having surgery. It also appeals to women who read GLAMOUR for the advice
given regarding men. It suggests being attractive and slim is required to be happy. Both women
are average looking, and appear to be 20 to 30 years old, which make them identifiable to
GLAMOUR’s target age group. The use of images containing average women suggest anyone
should consider changing themselves, as it will lead to more confidence and happiness. The use
of words connoting a positive experience includes “reshaping”, “uplifting” and “rejuvenation”
which convey a positive form of change.
The Hospital Group’s ad in the July 2010 issue which is the same ad for January, uses
words which connotate a reinvented self “cosmetic surgery for a whole new you (The Hospital
Group, 310, Appendix B) which is direct and personal. The need to reinvent oneself is created
through reading the magazine and admiring photos of perfect celebrities who we “take as objects
of knowledge” (Elliott, 65) and compare ourselves to. The word “whole” could suggest that after
having cosmetic surgery one feels complete and “whole” as a person since there is no longer
physical dissatisfaction. A quote from Mr. Mario Russo, Medical Director of Aesthetic Surgery
is given “It is very simply our mission to provide an excellent experience and result for all our
patients. My team is committed to driving industry-leading standards to really set The Hospital
Group apart”(The Hospital Group, 310) and set the group apart is something the ad certainly
does. Varying from The Hospital Groups other ads in GLAMOUR, this one doesn’t portray
female patients, and instead shows a man we assume to be Mr. Mario Russo. His white lab coat
accompanied by the tie and watch convey his professional character. The uniform represents
good hygiene, and symbolizes a medical profession which relates to the title of the group. The
use of Mr. Russo’s word “mission” conveys the importance of satisfying the client and providing
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an “excellent experience”(The Hospital Group, 310) although in reality; cosmetic surgery is a
painful procedure which few would describe as excellent. “Commitment” is a key term in this ad
as it conveys trust, and confirms the group’s dedication to “set The Hospital Group apart” and
provide a good experience for the client.
Furthermore, in the April 2011 issue The Hospital Groups slogan “Cosmetic Surgery
with a Lifetime of Aftercare”(The Hospital Group, 368, Appendix C) gives an impression of help
and comfort, and provides reassurance for those who may be cautious. The ad speaks directly to
us, using the words “you” and “your” when discussing the aftercare process. The ad is assuming
the reader will undergo surgery, which entices the reader as it conveys cosmetic surgery as a
need. The language of the ad provides reassurance as it states “For your complete peace of mind
our Lifetime Advantage Aftercare scheme allows you to show off your new look, confident in
the knowledge that your cosmetic surgery aftercare requirements are covered”(The Hospital
Group, 368). This appeals to clients’ dissatisfaction with current affairs, and builds trust and
reassurance. The language entices readers to seek change as it makes surgery seem risk free. The
image shows a model who is assumed to be a patient of the group. The expression on her face
supports the symbolic value of the cherry logo as she is looking innocently yet seductively at the
camera. Her body language suggests she is attempting to cover up, yet she is not clothed. The
image of the model draws readers in, as her innocent expression and covered chest juxtapose the
exposure of her nude figure and cosmetically enhanced body. It is assumed she has undergone
surgery as her waist is small, her lips plump and her chest looks enlarged. The image promotes
being sexually attractive and as the model appears to be between 20 and 30 years old, the group
appeals to GLAMOUR’s target age group. The group creates reassurance, promising post-surgery
patients will be taken good care of which builds trust. The cherry logo serves as an enticing tool,
since it will be associated with the group whenever it is seen, reminding potential patients of the
possibility to undergo physical change. As many women seek attention from the opposite gender
this ad would most certainly appeal and entice them to seek altercations.

The Harley Medical Group
The Harley Medical Group, another major advertiser in GLAMOUR, has a name that
conveys a safe, hygienic and medical nature that provides reassurance to the reader. In the
August 2009 issue the groups headline “Cosmetic surgery confidence” (The Harley Medical
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Group, 244, Appendix D) captivates reader’s attention, as confidence is something many women
seek. Alliteration is used to make the slogan catchy and poetic. This ad shows a patient, Hannah,
but does not identify the procedures she has undergone. This is because the focus of the headline
is on “cosmetic surgery confidence”(The Harley Medical Group, 244) and not the actual physical
altercations. As the slogan suggests, confidence is something the model Hannah exudes. She
appears a happy, healthy young woman, whose body language conveys her confidence as her
shoulders are back and she is making direct eye contact with the photographer. The company
offers breast, body, and facial surgery which Hannah appears to have had all three of. This
confidence is “Inspired by the Harley Medical Group”, which has had “cosmetic surgery
excellence since 1983” (The Harley Medical Group, 244) giving the impression of an
experienced group that can be trusted. According to their website they have had over 500,000
patients ("Plastic and Cosmetic Surgery UK - The Harley Medical Group."), which shows their
success in enticing women to seek physical change. The ad is simple and the main message is
that cosmetic surgery can provide a solution for low self-confidence. This is enticing as it
suggests surgery not only helps you look better, it can make you feel better and also coincides
with GLAMOUR’s articles that suggest change can increase physical appeal. The photo takes up
the entire page, with Hannah in focus and the text framing her figure. Hannah is a white female
whose flawless teeth indicate success and a higher class. The same model is used in the January
2010 issue except Hannah wears a fancy top and the background has glittery lights which
conveys the theme of a New Year’s Party. This supports the group’s offer of a “non-surgical
PARTY SKIN PACKAGE”(The Harley Medical Group, 243, Appendix E), which is in
coherence with the context of the ad as the issue is from January, and New Years has just passed.
The slogan of the ad is similar to the August issue and “Cosmetic Surgery Inspiring confidence
in you” (The Harley Medical Group, 243) is direct and personal. It conveys a feeling of wellness
and confidence, and causes the reader to appreciate the group as they are “inspiring confidence”
(The Harley Medical Group, 243). Hannah poses with a hand on her hip in both ads, a pose
which exudes confidence. The choice of words creates hope and emotion which Dan Hill states
are “shown to play major role (as they) establish trust and overcoming fear of being sold” (qtd.
in Belch, 109). Using Hannah in multiple ads is beneficial, as readers of GLAMOUR will
recognize her, creating a sense of trust between consumer and advertiser.
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The Harley Medical Group appeals to an international woman in the July 2010 issue as
the slogan states they’re “Inspiring women everywhere with cosmetic surgery” (The Harley
Medical group, 311, Appendix F) and the image depicts three women who appear to have
varying ethnicities. There is an African American woman and two other white women, all three
of which are smiling and portraying friendship. The slogan refers to women “everywhere” being
inspired by cosmetic surgery, and therefore using multi-racial women support the groups attempt
to convince readers all women undergo change. This could create a felt need to conform. The
women appear young and have attractive features and figures. They do not appear fake; they
have a natural beauty that indicates even average women require surgery to be happy. The use of
soft pastel colors, provide a calm and relaxed feel and don’t draw attention away from the
women's faces or the slogan of the group. The use of the word “inspiring” (The Harley Medical
group, 311) could mean being inspired to making new friends, as the image shows three woman
with their arms around one another. It also suggests surgery provides enough confidence to
associate with other good-looking women. This ad echo’s the content of GLAMOUR’s July 2010
issue as it was “The Women of the year issue”. The ad appeals to reader’s emotions, conveying
a feeling of love, happiness, confidence and inspiration. It feeds our need for approval from
others, and suggests cosmetic surgery will provide the confidence to make new friends and
inspire success.
Likewise The Harley Medical Group’s ad in the April 2011 issue suggests “Confidence
that speaks for itself”(The Harley Medical Group, 370, Appendix G) which consumers are able
to find “with Cosmetic Surgery at The Harley Medical Group” issue (The Harley Medical
Group, 370). Confidence is the theme of this ad and is shown through the models body language.
We are shown two sets of before and after pictures. The changes in the patients are enticing as
they show both bodily changes as well as the “confidence” change they have undergone. Both
patients have their heads held higher in the after photos and are smiling larger than in their
before picture. They look happier in their “after” shots, which appear to be taken with a
professional camera suggesting they could be models. Confidence is the main focus of this
groups advertisements, which is clear from the slogan and the images. They personify
confidence stating it “speaks for itself”(The Harley Medical Group, 370). The confidence is
connected to physical attributes, and this ad suggests your looks “speak for” you. The young
model appears self-assured and looks as if she is showing off her appearance. The silhouette of
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her chest is accentuated, and is in line with the patients before and after photos. The alignment
between the two brings the focus to the models chest. This ad entices the reader through the use
of before and after pictures as they show the effectiveness of the service and conveys the
“difference between consumer’s ideal state and actual state” (Belch, 113), which initiates the
decision to undergo physical change.

Transform Cosmetic Surgery Group
As seen in the previous advertising groups, confidence plays a large role in conveying the
importance of cosmetic surgery. This is true for Transform Cosmetic Surgery Group as well, and
both “love” and confidence is suggested in their ads. In the August 2009 issue the slogan “Love
your bikini love no. 1” (Transform Cosmetic Surgery Group, 245, Appendix H) incorporates the
season the magazine is sold in appealing to women that wish to change themselves in order to
have a nice bikini body that they can love. The model and patient “Hannah” poses in a bikini,
and is characterized as a “mother of one, (who has undergone a) breast augmentation”. Her body
language radiates confidence as the picture is taken from a low angle, making Hannah appear tall
and proud. She is wearing a wedding ring, implying that surgery results in the confidence and
appearance needed to attract a husband. The ad mentions she is “mother of one, breast
augmentation” indicating any mother who has breasts which show the signs of child bearing can
turn to cosmetic surgery to reinvent themselves. Hannah’s body does not show signs of
pregnancy, as her stomach and chest are firm. The group’s slogan “Love your bikini” (Transform
Cosmetic Surgery Group, 245) provides a solution for post-surgery moms who want their bodies
to be bikini ready after child bearing. The promise that you can “Love your bikini” (Transform
Cosmetic Surgery Group, 245) suggests confidence and comfort with one’s body. Trust is built
between the reader and group as even though there are “competitive prices, (they are) never
compromising care” (Transform Cosmetic Surgery Group, 245). Through the word choice, the
group conveys themselves as caring and reasonably priced. They entice readers by appealing to
the desire of self-confidence, suggesting surgery can make you love yourself. The text at the
bottom of the ad reads “Clinical Excellence Since 1975” (Transform Cosmetic Surgery Group,
245) and gives a final impression of experience and quality that the procedures and surgeons
seem to possess.
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In the January 2010 issue the same thematic message of love is used, as the heading of
the group reads “Love your shape, Love No. 1”(Transform Cosmetic Surgery Group, 242,
Appendix I). The language is personal and addresses the reader directly, suggesting the
possibility to “love your shape”(Transform Cosmetic Surgery Group, 242) after altering it. The
model from the previous ad is depicted, except she is clothed in a tight top which flatters her
figure rather than a bikini. This ad conveys the possibility surgery gives to “love your shape”
(Transform Cosmetic Surgery Group, 242) as Hannah looks slim and has a firm chest and
appears to love her shape, judging from her confident pose and smile. The wedding ring
symbolizes that someone else loves her shape as well. The repetition of the word “love” creates a
positive impression in the reader’s mind. The language suggests you can “love your shape”
(Transform Cosmetic Surgery Group, 242) after cosmetic surgery, and that loving yourself
results in confidence and happiness. The reader is enticed by the language and the emotion the ad
conveys through the symbolic value of the ring on Hannah's finger and the confidence she
exudes. Transform cosmetic surgery group manipulates readers to believe that cosmetic surgery
and change are necessary in order to love yourself.

Through the use of images and language, cosmetic surgery advertisements are able to
suggest that change is necessary to be confident and have love for yourself. The various ads all
have the same underlying meaning, that confidence can be obtained through cosmetic surgery,
thereby enticing women to seek change as they are manipulated to believe change provides
happiness. The ads exaggerate the results of the product by suggesting love can be found after
having had cosmetic surgery. This can be seen in the images of Transform Cosmetic Surgery
group’s model Hannah who bears a wedding ring (Appendix H and I) and is present in The
Hospital Groups ad from the August 2009 issue where a woman is shown wearing a wedding
dress in her “after” picture (Appendix A).
There were a total of 32, 859 cosmetic procedures undergone by women in 2009 in the
UK and 34, 413 in 2010. For each of these years, breast augmentation was the most popular
procedure (Rogers, Simon). These numbers show, to a certain extent, how cosmetic surgery
advertisements are successful at enticing women to seek change and how a culture of cosmetic
surgery is growing larger. Marketers utilize the content and notions of change that GLAMOUR
suggests to sell their service, as the opinions formed while reading GLAMOUR results in the
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longing for a man and “the desire to imitate or copy” (Elliott, 64) the featured celebrity culture.
Concerns regarding this need for change include “manipulating consumers to buy things they do
not really need... suggesting (they) will lead to greater social acceptance, popularity, sex appeal,
and so on” (Belch, 749). A lot of critics believe that advertising, “which plays on consumers
emotions, anxieties, and psychological needs and desires such as status, self-esteem, and
attractiveness” (Belch, 751) is not acceptable. Cosmetic surgery groups appeal to a susceptible
target audience, as GLAMOUR’s content induces problem recognition “creating insecurities that
consumers can resolve through the use... of products” (Belch, 114) featured in the back pages. It
can be concluded that through the use of images and language, cosmetic surgery advertisements
convey that changing ones physical appearance results in love, happiness, confidence, and sex
appeal, thereby enticing women to seek physical change. Constant physical change is portrayed
as part of a normal cultural aspect in the UK, as much of GLAMOUR’s content centralizes
around the importance of appearance and the positive effect changing oneself can have.
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